Library Resources from East View

World's leading supplier of information products and services from Russia/Former Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, China/Asia, and countries of the Middle East
Libraries Around the World Rely on East View

Top libraries recognize East View’s commitment to provide books, periodicals, microform collections and online information from Eurasia.

Service and Support that Succeeds
East View has a proven track record supporting librarians in all facets of their work. From the largest organizations to the most specialized libraries, East View is committed to providing customers superior service. Our goal is to make the acquisition of foreign content easy and ensure smooth access and support. East View’s services are informed by the deep experience of our own staff librarians and book specialists who understand the needs of libraries like yours.

Resources Spanning Subjects and Continents
East View is dedicated to supplying uncommon information from extraordinary places, while providing exceptional service. We offer an extensive and expanding list of offerings, including online databases, print periodicals, books and microforms that extend across borders, languages and ideologies in the vernacular languages of the source. Many resources are augmented by English-language access tools and content.

Reliable and Extensive Acquisition Network
East View Information Services is a leading provider of high-quality information products. Since 1989, our specialty is delivering foreign-language content with superior access tools to academic, business, legal and government libraries worldwide. To learn more about how we can help you, visit East View at www.eastview.com. East View’s headquarters are in Minneapolis, USA. We maintain offices in Russia, Ukraine, The Netherlands, Kenya and China.
Countless Subjects Available

- Agriculture / Forestry / Fisheries
- Atlases / Maps / Cartography
- Aviation / Space
- Archeology
- Biography / Memoirs
- Biology / Zoology
- Cartography / Atlases / Maps
- Children / Youth-About
- Children’s Books
- Criminology and Social Pathology
- Cooking and How-To Books
- Dictionaries / Encyclopedias / Reference Works
- Ecology / Environment
- Economics / Business / Commerce
- Education and Pedagogy
- Ethnic Studies / Ethnology
- Family / Marriage / Home
- Fine Arts / Architecture / Photography
- Folklore / Mythology
- Foreign Policy / International Relations
- Gender Studies
- Geography / Geology
- Government / Elections
- History, 19th Century and Earlier
- History, 20-21st Centuries
- Human Rights
- Industry (Manufacturing) and Technology
- Intelligence / Espionage
- Islamic Studies
- Jewish Studies
- Law
- Library Science and Bibliography
- Literary Criticism
- Literature
- Mass Media / Journalism
- Mathematics
- Medicine / Health
- Military and Naval
- Oil / Gas / Energy
- Performing Arts / Music / Cinema
- Philology / Linguistics
- Philosophy / Psychology
- Physics / Chemistry
- Politics
- Popular Fiction
- Recreation / Leisure / Tourism
- Religion
- Sociology
- Statistics
- Terrorism
- and more!

Books and Serials from Around the World

ASIA
- Bangladesh
- China
- Hong Kong
- India
- Mongolia
- Myanmar
- North Korea
- Singapore
- South Korea
- Taiwan

MIDDLE EAST
- Egypt
- Iran
- Turkey

RUSSIA & EURASIA
- Armenia
- Azerbaijan
- Belarus
- Estonia
- Georgia
- Kazakhstan
- Latvia
- Lithuania
- Moldova
- Russia
- Tajikistan
- Turkmenistan
- Ukraine
- Uzbekistan

CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE
- Albania
- Bosnia & Herzegovina
- Bulgaria
- Croatia
- Czech Republic
- Hungary
- Macedonia
- Poland
- Romania
- Serbia & Montenegro
- Slovakia
- Slovenia

SOUTHEAST ASIA
- Indonesia
- Philippines
- Thailand
- Vietnam
Books

BESTSELLERS, SCHOLARLY AND HARD-TO-FIND BOOKS
Make East View your primary source for books from China, Russia, other countries formerly part of the Soviet Union (FSU), and countries of Eastern Europe. Our staff specialists are familiar with the bibliographic data and markets and will help you acquire virtually any book. Finding special titles, including out-of-print or rare books, is an East View strength.

SAVING LIBRARIES PRECIOUS TIME
Our approval plan specialists will prepare custom profiles for your library’s programs. This allows you to fulfill your acquisitions effortlessly. Return rates of less than 3% indicate our client libraries’ high satisfaction. East View offers descriptive MARC records free with approval plans. You can also register online for new title alerts and will then be notified by email when new books in your interest profile are available.

Russian Standards
Businesses considering operations in Russia must have access to the most up-to-date Russian government standards which regulate all business and industrial activities. Russian standards, or GOSTs, apply to all materials, production activity and services relevant to two or more industries. They are the industry norms for state bodies and all organizations engaged in Russian trade activity. East View makes it easy to find and obtain up-to-date industrial standards (GOSTs) for the Russian Federation and other Eurasian countries, in Russian and English translation.

Serials

MORE THAN 19,000 TITLES FROM 40 COUNTRIES
Looking for a reliable supplier for Russia/FSU, Eastern Europe, Middle East or Asia periodicals? East View offers more than 19,000 popular, scholarly and hard-to-find titles from 40 countries, most in vernacular, some in English. The subject list is extensive and includes annuals and continuations services.

SERVICES ASSURE SMOOTH LIBRARY OPERATIONS
East View uses the most reliable means of delivery for your subscriptions. Delivery is constantly monitored and improved. If your needs require, we also offer special delivery services, such as consolidated or expedited delivery.

Dispatch information is online. We resolve claims to your satisfaction. Missing issues can be provided to fill gaps in your collections. We also provide EDI services, assuring smooth integration with your library systems. Binding services and shelf-ready products expedite periodicals to your collection.

Total fulfillment satisfaction for every subscription is our number one priority. We do everything possible to ensure receipt of each and every issue.
Microform Publishing

BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND HISTORICAL ARCHIVES
Libraries around the world value East View’s historical microform collections and more than 200 newspapers and journals reproduced on preservation-quality 35mm positive silver halide film. Most include finding aids.

HISTORICAL AND SCHOLARLY MICROFORM SUBJECTS:
• The Cold War
• The Second World War
• Russia’s interwar period
• Russian and Soviet census data
• Crime prevention studies
• Nazi occupation and Judaic collections from the Ukraine
• The world’s largest collection of Soviet military and security literature, including military dissertations and once-classified military theory journals

Digital Microfilm Conversion & Hosting
Microfilm can be affordably digitized and accessed 24/7 online by your entire institution. Most types of microfilm can be converted: 35mm or 16mm silver, diazo, or vesicular microfilm; 105mm microfilm (microfiche). East View uses state-of-the-art scanning equipment and OCR software and makes your collections accessible to multiple simultaneous online users across your entire institution.

Grey Literature
East View is the most comprehensive source of grey literature from Russia/FSU and China, offering works that go far beyond those traditionally available.

In our extensive network throughout Eurasia, we can find documents issued by government, academia, business and industry in both print and electronic formats. East View also obtains grey literature as part of our Book Approval Plans for libraries, companies, government institutions and other customers.
Russia & Other Countries of the Former Soviet Union (FSU)

International researchers, scholars, military analysts, scientists and governments log on to East View’s Universal Databases of Russian/FSU Publications (UDB) for credible, in-depth information from across Eurasia. Produced and published by East View, hundreds of full-text sources, including a pre-revolutionary publication going back to 1802, are accessible in Russian, Ukrainian, and English. The content covers current affairs, laws and legislation, military issues, science, demography, and humanities. The UDB platform is cross-searchable, with an ever increasing archive and breadth of coverage.

East View’s Universal Database digital archives are databases of important Soviet/Russian newspapers converted from microfilm and paper into an online resource of full-image, searchable full text articles from the publication’s first issue.

OUR DIGITAL ARCHIVE COLLECTIONS INCLUDE:

- Pravda Digital Archive, from 1912
- Izvestiia Digital Archive, from 1917
- Literaturnaia Gazeta Digital Archive, from 1929

E-books are also available on East View’s UDB platform. Gain access to e-book collections covering a wide variety of subjects of interest from Russia’s premier scholarly publishers. Search within individual works, whole collections, and cross-search other UDB collections.

EAST VIEW NOW OFFERS:

BiblioRossica provides electronic access to modern Russian humanities literature.

Knigafund provides online access to texts of copyright cleared books in digital format. Offers a wide spectrum of educational and scientific literature organized by subjects, disciplines, course plans and specialties.

Rubricon is the largest online resource of Russian core reference content, including encyclopedias, reference articles, plus maps and illustrations on a cross-searchable, English-friendly platform.

KODEKS Russian Legislation is a major source for Russian legislation comprising hundreds of thousands of documents, dating back to 1991 with legislative acts issued by approximately 200 executive, legislative and judiciary bodies in Russia.

GARANT delivers online access to high-quality English translations of current legislation of the Russian Federation. Coverage spans back to 1992, and in some cases earlier, encompassing more than 25,000 legal documents.

Labyrinth from Panorama provides 25,000 biographies of Russian politicians, officials and business people. It includes descriptions and guides to all federal government bodies, major businesses, political organizations, and federal elections at all levels.
Original Middle Eastern Online Content

East View is committed to delivering current and prospective customers e-book, newspaper, and periodical content from the Middle East. East View’s ability to source unique and powerful content from extraordinary places is why we exist; we have two decades of delivering on that passion.

Kotobarabia’s Modern Arab Renaissance Collection is an exclusive electronic archive of books published from 1820-1914 from across the Islamic world with special focus on Egypt and Syria. Hosted on servers in Minneapolis, the Modern Arab Renaissance Collection is a pioneer resource, that makes approximately 3,000 published works in Arabic available as e-books for the first time.

Index to Hebrew Periodicals (IHP) is a bibliographic indexing project that covers articles from Hebrew periodical collections and monographs. IHP delivers content from 1977 in Hebrew, English and other languages. With an interface in Hebrew and English, the database currently contains over 715,000 items.

Iranian Online Periodicals has more than 450 available titles and covers language and literature, oil and gas, economics, political science, law and more. Subscriptions offer site-wide online access via IP authentication for an unlimited number of users.

Terrain Analysis of Afghanistan E-Book

In English and online, “Terrain Analysis of Afghanistan” provides detailed local terrain analysis reports covering the entire area of Afghanistan, including border regions. Produced by East View Press, once classified intelligence on populated places, roads and bridges, topography and soil conditions, hydrology, vegetation and climate is now accessible.

These detailed surveys provide an accurate description of the local terrain environment, representing an invaluable resource for companies, government agencies, NGOs, and other groups involved in reconstruction and humanitarian efforts.

LandScan Global Population Database

East View is the worldwide distributor of LandScan, the world’s finest population distribution data, developed by the Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Representing an ambient population (average over 24 hours), LandScan population distribution models are tailored to match the data conditions and geographical nature of each individual country and region. Annual sub-national population estimates are provided by the Geographic Studies Branch, Population Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census.

World News Connection

Monitor today’s news from abroad in the same format seen by Washington policy makers. The World News Connection is available on East View’s Universal Database Platform and includes articles dating back to 2003. This electronic library resource translates vernacular content into English and delivers information from over 300 sources: newspapers, TV, radio, magazines, conferences and other reports — from Al-Jazirah to Der Spiegel and Radio France Internationale — from around the world.
Best-In-Class Sources

East View offers the most complete suite of information products available covering the People’s Republic of China, Taiwan and Japan. All products are best-in-class sources of information and are supported in the United States and globally by East View’s support and sales team.

The China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) is the product of Tongfang Knowledge Network, Beijing and encompasses academic journals, dissertations, conference papers, news and many other resources that put the Chinese sciences and humanities knowledge at your fingertips. The largest of the CNKI databases is the China Academic Journals database, which delivers 40 million articles and growing.

The Korean studies databases from Nurimedia, DBPIA and KRPIA, are full-text online resources. With the deepest archives and most current content from the top humanities and science publishers, DBPIA database is the core online resource representing South Korea’s intellectual and research output in all disciplines. KRPIA provides online access to broad coverage of primary resources on Korean studies, presenting a rich variety of historical and contemporary research content from the perspective of various disciplines.

Shen Bao, Renmin Ribao and Guangming Ribao, produced by Green Apple Data Center, are full-image and full-text archive databases. All issues, from 1872 to 1949, are available in Shen Bao, the most influential and longest lasting commercial newspaper before the establishment of the People’s Republic of China. Researchers can access 65 years of Renmin Ribao, the official organ of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the main newspaper of record for the modern Chinese state. Guangming Ribao, a central newspaper of the People’s Republic of China, has been reporting national news for over 60 years, giving comprehensive insight into developments in China in the 20th century.
Jie fang jun bao [People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Daily] is the official military newspaper of the People’s Republic of China. The publication was established on January 1, 1956 and acts as the authoritative media of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army to release military news and comprehensive military-related information. East View offers the entire run of PLA Daily on East View’s Universal Database™ platform.

Apabi e-books, Chinese Fine Arts and Newspaper Databases are produced by Founder Apabi of Beijing. Apabi e-books are recognized as the preeminent source of Chinese e-books, encompassing nearly 500,000 full-image, full-text e-book titles with a clean copyright and a robust platform. Apabi’s Chinese Fine Arts Databases feature a growing library of 35,000 brilliantly vivid artwork images and 18,000 examples of classical calligraphy at your fingertips. Apabi’s new full-image/full-text newspaper databases are an unparalleled resource, covering more than 80% of newspapers published in China.

ChinaLawInfo is an authoritative and comprehensive database of Chinese laws and regulations. ChinaLawInfo (and its complement, LawInfoChina) offers laws & regulations, judicial cases, tax treaties, WTO, legal gazette and law journal content online – in both Chinese and high quality English translation. Work with English or Chinese interfaces, view or download Chinese texts and English translations side-by-side or separately. ChinaLawInfo is an easy-to-use, complete resource for keeping abreast of the rapidly changing legal landscape of China.

The Siku Quanshu Online is the single largest compendium of literary works in the world. “SKQS Online” is the first-ever completely web-based version this foundational library of Chinese culture with an easy-to-use interface in either English or Chinese. Based on the definitive Wényuánge Edition, SKQS Online opens the door to over three thousand years of Chinese civilization, encompassing 35,000 works of history, geography, politics, economics, the sciences, technology, philosophy, the arts and so much more.

The databases of United Digital Publications Co., Ltd. (Taiwan) provide deep access to a treasury of Chinese fine arts (over 50,000 original works) and historical sources on classical Chinese civilization and Taiwan, including the Complete Classics Collection of Ancient China (Biāodian Gujín Tushu Jicheng) and the Encyclopedia of Taiwan (Taiwán Wénxiàn Congkan).

eol Asia One aggregates filings and other financial data from companies in China, Japan, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan into a multi-lingual, user-friendly platform, similar to the EDGAR system for U.S. public corporations.
East View Brings Critical Eurasian Perspectives to Light

East View Press, the publishing division of East View Companies, is a specialty publisher of periodicals, books and maps intended for those interested in international, public policy and security issues, as well as area studies and geography.

English Language Journals

From Russia...

THE CURRENT DIGEST OF THE RUSSIAN PRESS
Offers a weekly selection of articles translated from central Russian newspapers on a wide variety of topics. Published weekly since 1949. ISSN: 2159-3612.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
This bi-monthly journal delivers timely analysis and insight into foreign policy and security issues confronting Russia/FSU. ISSN: 0130-9641.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
This quarterly journal presents a compilation of leading articles, essays and commentary from Russian academic journals in the social sciences and humanities. ISSN: 0134-5486.

MILITARY THOUGHT
Provides critical insights into Russian military strategy and theory, including defense posture, weapons development and force deployment. Published quarterly. ISSN: 0869-5636.

...and from China

THE CURRENT DIGEST OF THE CHINESE PRESS
A weekly selection of articles translated from key Chinese newspapers on a wide range of topics. Offers a comprehensive understanding of current world events as reported by the mass media in the People’s Republic of China. ISSN: 2162-2558.
Books in English and Russian

**SHOOTING STAR. CHINA’S MILITARY MACHINE IN THE 21ST CENTURY**
An objective study of the developments and progress made by China’s defense industry over the last twenty years, including an in-depth analysis of China’s arms imports and exports. ISBN: 978-1-879944-09-1

**EAST VIEW WORLD GEOGRAPHICAL ATLAS**
Completely new content, including the latest world population data and the addition of South Sudan, the 195th country in the world. Includes detailed physical and political maps of Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America and Oceania, a world time zone map, satellite images of the world oceans and six main regions, and a geographical glossary and index of names. ISBN: 978-187994408-4

**COUNTDOWN TO WAR IN GEORGIA. RUSSIA’S FOREIGN POLICY AND MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE CONFLICT IN SOUTH OSSETIA AND ABKHAZIA**

**OIL OF RUSSIA. PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE**
Presents a detailed history of Russia’s oil industry from ancient times to the present by one of its leading figures LUKOIL Oil Company president Vagit Alekperov. Includes coverage of the privatization processes in the 1990’s and the development of Russia’s vertically integrated oil and gas companies. ISBN: 978-1-879944-07-7.

**TERRAIN ANALYSIS OF AFGHANISTAN**
Provides a synopsis of essential geographic information for all of Afghanistan. Describes populated places, local roads and transportation networks, topography and soils, hydrology, vegetation and climate. ISBN: 0-9742973-0-5.

**RUSSIAN MILITARY MAPPING: A GUIDE TO USING THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SOURCE OF GLOBAL GEOSPATIAL INTELLIGENCE**

**STRATEGY**

**ARKHIV VÑESHNEI POLITIKI ROSSIISKOI IMPERII. PUTEVDITEL’**

**THE COUP: UNDERGROUND MOSCOW NEWSPAPERS FROM MONDAY, AUGUST 19 TO WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1991**

**TSentralnyi Gosudarstvennyi Arkhiv Sovetskoi Armii: Putevoditel’ V Dvukh Tomakh**